
























(Benjamin &Feir (1967), Benjamin (1967)) Benjamin
$k_{0}$ Stokes
$k_{0}\pm\Delta k(\equiv k_{\pm})$ sideband









$2 \omega_{0}-\tilde{\omega}\pm=\tilde{\omega}_{\mp}-\{\frac{d^{2}\omega}{dk^{2}}(\Delta k)_{\backslash }^{2}+2\delta\omega\}$
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$A(x, t)$ $x$ $tt$
Hasimoto &Ono(1972)
$A$ Schr\"odinger
$i \{\frac{\partial A}{\partial t}+v_{g}\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}\}+p\frac{\partial^{2}A}{\partial x^{2}}=q|A|^{2}A$
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$v_{g}$ $d\omega/dk$ $p= \frac{1}{2}d^{2}\omega/dk^{2},$ $q$ $k_{0}h$
$k_{0}harrow\infty$ $p=-\omega_{0}/8k_{0}^{2},$ $q= \frac{1}{2}\omega_{0}k_{0}^{2}$
2.2 Stokes








( $p$ ) $k^{\backslash }:_{\grave{J}}h^{\prime 1,}$ $b$ :
( $q$ ) $V_{1}$ : $\Theta’$$\infty$ $Vi^{:\hslash’\triangleright}=|$
$p<0,$ $q>0$









$A(x, t)=a$ sech $[| \frac{q}{2p}|^{1/2}a\{x-(v_{g}+\Delta v)t\}]$

























Stiassnie &Kroszynski (1982) NLS 3
(carrier+ sideband) Jacobi



















Dysthe (1979) NLS ( $+$ )
$(O(A^{3}))$
( )
$i( \frac{\partial A}{\partial t}+\frac{\omega}{2k}\frac{\partial A}{\partial x})-\frac{\omega}{8k^{2}}\frac{\partial^{2}A}{\partial x^{2}}-\frac{1}{2}\omega \text{ ^{}2}|A|^{2}A$
$= \frac{i}{16}\frac{\omega}{k^{3}}\frac{\partial^{3}A}{\partial x^{3}}+\frac{i\omega k}{4}A^{2}\frac{\partial A^{*}}{\partial x}-\frac{3i\omega k}{2}|A|^{2}\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}+kA\frac{\partial\phi}{\partial x}|_{z=0}$ ,
$\frac{\partial^{2}\phi}{\partial x^{2}}+\frac{\partial^{2}\phi}{\partial z^{2}}=0$ , $(-\infty<z<0)$
$\frac{\partial\phi}{\partial z}=\frac{\omega}{2}\frac{\partial|A|^{2}}{\partial x}$ $(z=0)$ ,
$\frac{\partial\phi}{\partial z}arrow 0$ $(zarrow-\infty)$
$ak$ $ak$









$\frac{\partial b(k)arrow}{\partial t}=-i\frac{\delta H}{\delta b^{*}(k)arrow}$ ; $H \equiv\frac{1}{2}\int dr\sim\int_{-\infty}^{\eta}(\nabla\phi)^{2}dz+\frac{1}{2}g\int\eta^{2arrow}dr$.
$\dot{\iota}\frac{\partial B(\text{ },t)\sim}{\partial t}=\iiint_{-\infty}^{\infty}T(k, k_{1}, k_{2}, \text{ _{}3})\delta($$arrowarrowarrow\vee-+\tilde{k}_{1} -\dot{\text{ }}_{2}-k_{3})-\sim$
$\cross e^{i(\omega+\omega_{1}-tv_{2}-\omega_{3})\iota_{B^{*}(k_{1})B(k_{2})B(k_{3})d\text{ _{}1}d\text{ _{}2}d\text{ _{}3}}}arrowarrowarrow\vee\sim\vee$
$b($ $\sim, t)\equiv\sqrt{\frac{\omega}{2\text{ }}}\sim+i\sqrt{\frac{\text{ }}{2\omega}}\hat{\phi}^{(\iota)}(k,t)\sim$,






NLS Dysthe o (cf. Stiassnie
(1984))
Stokes Crawford et
al. (1981) ,2 2 $ak$
Longuet-Higgins (1978)
3
Pliillips (1967) Phillips 8
$ak$
4.3 Zakharov
















Lo &Mei (1985) NLS \langle Dysthe
Su
































( 6 ) $ak$






























$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}+\frac{3}{2}\sqrt{\frac{g}{h}}h\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}+L(u)=0$ ,
9 $L(u)$
$\omega=\sqrt{}\sqrt{gk\tanh kh}$ 9 $GFvs$ .
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